Ridley
Sundays, starting June 18 at 8 p.m.

Retired Detective Inspector Alex Ridley is called back to advise on a complex and compelling murder case by his replacement and former protege DI Carol Farman. Carol is keen to access Ridley’s unique insight into crime-solving which served them so well in the past, but the investigation takes a dark and unexpected twist.
Endeavour, The Final Season
Sundays, starting June 18 at 9 p.m.

The spinoff series inspired by Inspector Morse comes to a brilliant end as Shaun Evans as the young Morse and Roger Allam as his superior officer face intriguing new crimes including an unsolved case linked to the past. With characters from former seasons popping up in a grand finale, Morse must resolve his professional and romantic future. “Classy, poignant,” praised the London Times.

Sign up for our Endeavour screening here!

Prideland
Tuesday, June 20 9 p.m.

Follow queer actor Dyllón Burnside on a journey to discover how LGBTQ Americans are finding ways to live authentically and with pride in the modern South.
American Experience: Casa Susanna
Tuesday, June 27 at 8 p.m.

Visit the Catskills hideaway where, in the 1950s and 60s, an underground network of transgender women and cross-dressing men found refuge. A moving look inside a secret world where the persecuted found freedom and acceptance.

WGTE Passport

Did you know you can watch full seasons before they air on WGTE HD? Binge the NEW show Marriage on WGTE Passport right now! Sign up for WGTE Passport and stream PBS programming on your schedule! Binge all your favorite Masterpiece dramas and explore both new and old programs.
Don't wait, get WGTE Passport today!

Download the WGTE app today!

Your donations make programs and events like these possible. Our single biggest source of funding is member support.

Donate
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